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Executive SummaryBritish Columbia and Yukon are in critical need of French language teachers.
French Immersion Teacher ShortageFrench immersion (FI) enrolment has increased in BC by 72% over the past 10years. Overall enrolment has decreased by 8% over the same period. As of the2013/14 school year, 49,000 students in BC were registered in the Frenchimmersion program (Figure 1), or 8.8% of the entire student body.
Figure 1. FI and Total Enrolment in BC Public Schools (2004/05—2013/14)

Source: BC Ministry of EducationWe believe French programs are popular because they are widely recognized byparents as providing young students with the tools and experiences that will enrichtheir lives and help them prepare for the future. The life-changing benefits for youthin learning French as an additional language are well established.However, this red-hot demand has placed capacity pressures on local schooldistricts to create new and/or additional French immersion programs. Most notably,school districts indicate that limited physical classroom space, unique start-up costs,and the shortage of qualified French immersion teachers is hindering their ability toprovide equitable access to this well established and life-changing languageprogram to all students.
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This year, CPF BC & Yukon conducted a survey and analysis to better understand thenature and the scope of the shortage and to identify best practices and suggestionsfor improvements for key decision-making bodies, partners, and post-secondaryinstitutions.A key finding: Eighty-six (86) percent of school districts indicated that it is “very
challenging” or “challenging” to fill all available French immersion teachingpositions with qualified teachers.The nature of the challenge varies from district to district. 78% indicated a lack ofqualified applicants as a problem, 38% indicated geographic location, 31%indicated their inability to offer continuing contracts to candidates, and 22%indicated teacher pay / cost of living.Common best practices identified in training, recruiting, and retaining qualifiedFrench immersion teachers include:

 mentorship programs for new teachers,
 professional development opportunities in partnership with local post-secondary institutions,
 summer teacher exchange programs,
 offering new teachers continuing contracts early,
 signing and moving bonuses,
 promoting the need for qualified French teachers to current FrenchImmersion students,
 creating incentives for native French speakers to move to BC to becometeachers,
 increasing the geographic distribution of French teacher education programs,
 requiring all new teachers to take a minimum of one French methodologycourse, and
 standardizing teacher certification across provinces.

Core French Teacher ShortageNearly one third of all students in BC are enrolled in the Core French (CF) program.This proportion is largely a function of provincial legislation that requires allstudents in BC’s public education system to learn an additional language betweengrades five and eight. For a host of reasons, including financial incentives from theFederal Government, the language primarily offered is French.According to a 2007 study, 78% of elementary school Core French teachers and
71% of those in middle school do not feel comfortable speaking French.1

1 Carr, Teaching.
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Strategies identified this year to improve and strengthen Core French instructioninclude:
 for the provincial government to create a specialist Core French teachingposition for elementary and middle school,
 increasing teachers’ language background and proficiency through access tolanguage exchanges,
 providing more teaching resources, and
 building social cohesion amongst teachers.

Figure 2. Core French and Total Enrolment in BC Public Schools (2004/05—
2013/14)

Source: BC Ministry of Education
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BackgroundIn the summer of 2013, CPF BC & Yukon conducted a survey to examine thechallenges that school districts face and to identify the best practices that they havedeveloped to enhance student enrolment and retention in French second languageprograms.2The majority of surveyed school districts identified a lack of qualified teaching staffas a challenge to increasing student enrolment in French immersion (FI) programsand in providing quality instruction for Core French (CF) students. Therefore, CPFBC & Yukon focused the 2014 survey on challenges and best practices in teacherrecruitment and retention.
MethodologyThe survey was developed with input from individuals and institutions listed in theAcknowledgements section on page 24. The final list of survey questions (seeAppendix A) was entered into a Google Form, and the link was sent by email torepresentatives from BC school districts and from Yukon.Of the 60 school districts in BC, only the 46 that offered FI were targeted. 3 For eachdistrict, we found at least three contacts. As much as possible, we tried to findindividuals occupying the following three positions, or similar ones:

 French Coordinator,
 Director of Human Resources, and
 Director of Instruction.Follow-up emails were sent and phone calls were made up to three weeks after theinitial email.Of the 154 district representatives who were emailed the survey, 49 of themcompleted it, representing an individual response rate of 32%. Of the 47 schooldistricts (including Yukon) contacted, 45 of them completed the survey, amountingto a district response rate of 96%. Of the 45 school districts (including Yukon)who responded to the survey, 41 of them had only one respondent while four(including Yukon) had two respondents.Responses to open-ended questions were grouped into categories. Responses to the“other” option in multiple-choice questions were also used to create new categories.The results were represented on graphs, and the more common responses are

2 Luo, French.
3 The list of SDs without FI programs is provided in Appendix B.
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discussed in further detail in this report. The following decisions were made in dataanalysis:
 BC and Yukon were treated together, out of convenience, although werecognise that there are important differences between the two jurisdictions.
 All districts with two responses had their responses merged into one, so thatno school district was disproportionately represented on the graphs.
 If there were two responses for one SD that contradicted each other, theanswer from the person with the higher or more relevant position was kept.
 Except when there was very clearly an error in responses, the answers havebeen treated as they were submitted.
 If the meaning of a comment could not be reasonably interpreted, or if it wasnot seen as relevant to the question, the comment was moved  to the relevantquestion or it was disregarded.
 Where people clearly answered for their individual school, their answerswere not included in the body of the report.
 For questions where respondents could select multiple responses, blankanswers, "none," "n/a," and similar responses were not utilized because theydid not answer the question.
 In categorising open-ended responses, some responses could fall undermultiple categories. Moreover, categories may overlap. Categories are notalways mutually exclusive.
 In ambiguous cases, the author’s discretion was used.Question-specific decisions, as well as raw data, can be found in Appendix D.

Disclaimers

Data QualityConcerning the quality of the data, readers should be aware of four qualifiers. Firstly,respondents may have misunderstood the questions or the choices, as shownthrough discrepancies in the data and email exchanges following up with somerespondents. More specifically, a number of questions (e.g. Q6, Q10, Q14, Q16) askedfor “best practices” or “most effective methods,” but it is possible that respondentssimply reported methods they employed, regardless of the methods’ effectiveness.Secondly, there were some questions where respondents could choose multipleanswers and add new answers under “Other” (e.g. Q6, Q7, Q9). We grouped some ofthese new responses together, into answers such as “online advertising.” Thenumber of SDs that reported these new responses is probably lower than thenumber that would have reported it if the response was in the original question, asrespondents may not have thought of these new responses when answering.
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Lastly, some respondents may have answered for an individual school rather thantheir school district.
Data InterpretationConcerning the interpretation of the data, readers should be aware of two qualifiers.Firstly, given the incredibly high response rate, we feel very confident that theresponses are a strong representation of all 46 BC school districts that offer FI andof Yukon, even though two districts did not respond.Secondly, the figures do not take into account that certain districts have larger FIprograms than others. The figures give equal weight to a district with over 5,000 FIstudents as to one with less than 100. Thus the graphs are an indication of how
common something is, not how serious a challenge is or how effective a practice is.Even then, the visualisations only roughly indicate relative commonness, due to theproblems with data quality stated above.
French Immersion Teachers

Shortage

Is There Really a Shortage?The following section highlights selected answers from the survey that address theissue of the shortage of FI teachers.
Figure 3. Responses to Q5: “How challenging is it for your school district to fill
all available French Immersion positions with qualified teachers?” (choose
one answer)

Figure 3 shows that the overwhelming majority (85%) of districts that respondedfound it “challenging” or “very challenging” to find sufficient qualified FI teachers.
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Moreover, 35 school districts, or 78% of responding SDs, reported that “Lack ofqualified applicants” was a challenge to FI teacher recruitment, making it the mostcommon obstacle (Figure 6, on page 10).According to Figure 9 (on page 13), 13 school districts or 29% of respondingdistricts indicated that competition from other school districts constituted achallenge to FI teacher retention, making it the second most commonly reportedchallenge. However, if social factors, geography, job security, salaries, and workloadare interpreted as areas in which SDs can compete upon, then competition becomesalmost the only challenge to retention. High competition for candidates is theoutcome of a lack of candidates.A look at the obstacles to FI program growth shows that the “Lack of qualifiedteaching staff” is the second most serious reported challenge, with nearly half (49%)of all responding SDs selecting it as a challenge (Figure 4, on page 8). It is only out-competed by 2% by the “Lack of physical space.”Although these numbers do not perfectly reflect the FI teacher job market in BC andYukon, the data strongly shows that the FI teacher shortage is real, and it is serious.These results corroborate observations by those involved in the sector:From 2008 to 2012, Ms. [Janet] Stewart served as director of Make a Future –Careers in B.C. Education, an arm of the B.C. Public School Employers’ Associationresponsible for recruiting teachers for B.C.’s 60 school districts. “There is definitely aproblem with supply compared to demand,” said Ms. Stewart.4
How Many Teachers Are We Missing?Our survey questions do not allow us to quantify the shortage of FI teachers.However, other sources provide an indication:

B.C.’s two major universities – the University of British Columbia and Simon Fraser
University – only produced a total of between 40 and 60 French-immersion-qualified
teachers a year, according to Wendy Carr, director of the teacher education program at
UBC and former French programs co-ordinator. In 2012 and 2013, B.C. had 234 and 245
postings for French immersion teachers, respectively. Put another way: While B.C.
certifies a total of about 2,700 teachers a year – only a third of whom will be able to find
work in B.C. – it produces about one-fifth of the French immersion teachers needed.5

4 Woo, 'B.C.’.
5 Woo, 'B.C.'.
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Is the Shortage Limiting the Expansion of FI Programs?

Figure 4. Responses to Q28. “What challenges does your school district face in
expanding French Immersion programs?” (choose all that apply). Asterisks (*)
indicate responses aggregated from comments to “Other.”

Figure 4 shows that the shortage of qualified FI personnel does indeed limit theexpansion of FI programs. Almost half (49%) of all responding districts cited theshortage. However, it is not the only factor limiting FI expansion. The lack ofphysical space is an equally important factor, with more than half of SDs (51%)citing it. Other challenges include the lack of funding, lack of interest amongstudents and parents, and the negative effects of FI programming on other programsand schools in the district. One survey response comment is particularly revealing:Our challenges in opening new programs are first physical space in our over-crowded schools and secondly, community reaction, which rises up against openingnew FI programs. Our regular program staff know that if we open another Frenchprogram, then there are fewer jobs [for non-French-speaking staff], especially in'desirable' schools, that is, higher SES [socioeconomic status] schools where parentsare more likely to choose French Immersion. So these staff then contribute to thecommunity reaction, by whipping up opposition among parents in the school. Theresult is that it's very difficult to increase capacity where requests for the programexist.
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Figure 5. Responses to Q29. “What external support would be useful to enable
the expansion of French Immersion programming in your school district?”
(choose all that apply).

Figure 5 shows that “Increased availability of qualified French teachers” is the mostcommonly held solution to expanding FI programming, with 60% of responding SDsselecting it. The second most common reported solution was “Increased Frenchimmersion Growth Grant Monies from the BC Ministry of Education,” and the thirdwas “Increased capital funding for new buildings from the BC Ministry of Education.”Both these solutions focus on increasing funding.Therefore, our survey results show that the shortage of competent FI teachers is oneamong many challenges to FI program expansion. Other important factors includelack of physical space, lack of start-up funding, and lack of interest. While increasingthe supply of FI teachers does seem like would enable the expansion of FI programsin several districts, more support is needed to incite growth in others.
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Teacher Recruitment

Challenges

Figure 6. Responses to Q9. “What challenges does your school district face in
recruiting French Immersion teachers?” (choose all that apply). Asterisks (*)
indicate responses aggregated from comments to “Other.”

According to Figure 6, the most commonly cited challenge to FI teacher recruitmentwas the “Lack of qualified applicants,” impacting almost four-fifths (78%) of schooldistricts, far ahead the second most common challenge, “Geographic location,” whichonly impacted half as many (38%) responding SDs. Both these two challenges aremore common than financial constraints, such as “Inability to offer continuingcontracts” (31%) or “Teacher pay” (22%).One unexpected challenge in FI teacher recruitment was the unpredictable demandfor FI teachers in the upcoming school year, cited by two SDs. One respondentprovides a good illustration: “Some years we have increased need to hire because ofa variety of staff leaves (maternity, illness, educational); while others years we havea surplus of teachers returning from leave and therefore fewer positions to offernew teachers.” It is likely that this challenge is more common than is reported,especially in SDs with smaller FI programs, where FI teachers cannot be movedbetween schools according to demand.These results largely correspond to those of the 2013 survey which had a smallersample size6 (18 SDs last year vs. 45 this year). In the 2013 survey, a lack ofqualified applicants was the most common challenge, followed by the inability tooffer continuing contracts. Geographic location seemed to be a more seriousproblem in 2014 than in 2013, and competition with other SDs, brought up in 2013,was not mentioned in 2014.
6 Luo, French.
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Best Practices

Figure 7. Responses to Q6. “What have been the most effective ways for your
school district to recruit French Immersion teachers?” (choose all that apply).
Asterisks (*) indicate responses aggregated from comments to “Other.”

Figure 7 shows that the most popular FI teacher recruitment method is “Proactivehiring of teacher candidates on practicums,” with over half (60%) of SDs selecting it.This is followed by “Partnership with a university,” “Recruitment from otherprovinces,” and “Advertising/promotion in education-related magazines,” each onereported by over a third of responding SDs as best practises. Online advertisementconsisted mostly of Make A Future.These results mirror the 2013 survey results fairly closely. 7 In 2013, the mostcommon best practise for FI teacher recruitment was proactively providingclassrooms to teacher candidates on practicums, followed by partnerships withuniversities. Responses in 2013 also included out-of-province recruitment, careerfairs, and magazine advertisements.
7 Luo, French.
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Figure 8. Responses to Q7. “What has been your single most successful source
for hiring French Immersion teachers?” (choose one answer). Asterisks (*)
indicate responses aggregated from comments to “Other.”

According to Figure 8, “Proactive hiring of teacher candidates on practicums” wasthe single most effective source of FI teacher recruitment for over a quarter (27%)of responding SDs. This is followed by online advertising, which is cited by 18% ofresponding SDs as their single most successful source. “Advertising/promotion ineducation-related magazines” is cited by a substantial 13% of responding SDs.Note that in Figure 7, “Partnership with a university” and “Recruitment from otherprovinces” are the second and third most commonly listed best practises for FIteacher recruitment, yet these two methods drop to fourth and fifth place oncedistricts have to choose their single most effective method in Figure 8. This suggeststhat these partnerships with universities and out-of-province recruitment are lesseffective than they are believed to be: while widely employed, they do not bring inmany FI teachers. Moreover, the high ranking of online advertising in Figure 8suggests that more SDs use it and find it effective than Figure 7 would lead one tobelieve.
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Teacher Retention

Challenges

Figure 9. Responses to Q11. “What challenges does your school district face in
retaining French Immersion teachers?” (open-ended)

Almost all challenges in with FI teacher retention are related to competition withother school districts for the limited stock of qualified FI teachers (Figure 9).Although competition is listed as the second most common challenge, it would bethe first if other categories were considered as areas of competition. According toone respondent, “There are few qualified teachers and many job opportunitiesthroughout the province, so they can easily move elsewhere to a preferred location.”The most common aspect in which school districts compete with each other is in thedomain of social factors and geography, affecting FI teacher retention in almost athird (31%) of responding SDs. This category includes distance from friends andfamily, moving away with a spouse that was re-posted elsewhere, a smallcommunity, geographic location, various kinds of leaves, retirement, lack of localties, and lack of community among FI teachers. Several respondents shared thefollowing observation: “Not all teachers like to live in an isolated area. Some comefor the experience, for one year to discover and leave.” A few others expressedsomething similar to “A number of our teachers have spouses in the RCMP ormilitary. When their spouses are reposted, we loose [sic] the teachers.”The second most commonly cited (20%) domain of competition is job security,which includes the inability to offer full-time/continuing contracts and the inabilityto offer seniority in a shrinking SD, both exacerbated by the current system of lay-offs and seniority. The following quote is illustrative: “many of our FrenchImmersion teachers can get larger contracts with … other districts and end upleaving us, sometimes only very shortly after being hired.”These results contradict the 2013 survey results, 8 in which lack of job protectionwas the most common challenge in FI teacher retention, whereas it is only the thirdmost common challenge in the 2014 results. While social factors and geography was
8 Luo, French.
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the top challenge in the 2014 results, respondents to the 2013 survey did notmention social factors and only a few cited their remote location. However, the twosets of results are not perfectly comparable, since the 2013 survey only covered 18SDs, while the 2014 one covered 45.
Best Practices

Figure 10. Responses to Q10. “What best practices does your school district
use to retain French Immersion teachers?” (open-ended)

Mentorship was the most common best practice for retaining FI teachers (Figure10), reported by mentioned by 22% of responding SDs. This category includesmentoring, coaching, shadowing, and in-service. More specifically, one SD gave newFI teachers the option of taking half a day in their first year to “observe other moreexperienced teachers at the same grade level or in the same content area.”AnotherSD has a “new career Teacher Mentoring project” which involves a partnershipbetween the district, the local teacher's union, and a university (UBC). One SD has a“French Mentor teacher” designated to support FI teachers while in another SD, theFI District Facilitator coordinates an “Orientation session to welcome newly hired FIteachers and provide them with SD resources and district staff support.”In a related vein, professional development activities were mentioned by a fifth(20%) of responding SDs as a best practice. One SD offered “continuing discussionswith young teachers.” One SD collaborates with SFU to offer a program as part of theGraduate Diploma in Advanced Professional Studies in Education (GDE).Increasing job security was also mentioned by a fifth of responding SDs as a bestpractice. A number of SDs provided a “continuing contract right away.” One SDcategorized FI teachers as specialty teachers to prevent newer FI teachers from thelay-off/recall process. Another SD had “a limited number of qualified TTOC's” toallow new FI teachers to work daily “until they get their first contract.”Several SDs mentioned creating an attractive school environment as a best practiceto retain FI teachers. One in particular mentioned small class sizes.
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These results mirror the 2013 survey results, 9 in which professional development,mentorship, and job security stood out, with social connections being mentioned bya few respondents.
Recommendations

Figure 11. Responses to Q13. “What recommendations do you have to help
address the shortage of qualified French Immersion teachers province-wide?”
(open-ended)

The most common recommendations proposed by survey respondents to addressthe FI teacher shortage are discussed below (Figure 11).
1. Improve, expand, or offer different FI teacher training programs. This wasthe most common recommendation, proposed by a third (33%) of responding SDs.Concerning improvements, one respondent suggested that such a program offer“courses all delivered in French, and the program would include a semester in aFrancophone location.” Two respondents suggested that programs bridge “recent FIgrads … seamlessly into French immersion education programs as they graduate sothat they do not lose some of their French skills.”As for the type of programs, Several suggested teacher training programsspecifically for French Immersion teachers. One suggested sending students abroadfor “teacher-training in a francophone country.” Alternatively, another suggestsinviting francophone teacher candidates to be trained in BC so it is easier for them

9 Luo, French.
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to “adapt to our education system.” Another respondent suggested “Online trainingthat includes chat rooms and opportunities to meet.”
2. Better connect teachers with potential jobs. This was suggested by a fifth(20%) of responding SDs. These suggestions concentrate on advertising and linkinguniversities with school districts. One respondent suggests “A department or personat Make a Future or even a ministry team dedicated to the recruitment and retentionof immersion teachers.“
3. Incentivize FI teacher training and teaching. This was also recommended by afifth (20%) of responding SDs. These suggestions include full-time contracts, legalprotection from lay-offs, financial incentives, stronger connections between FIteachers, and provincial online teaching resources.
4. Recruit from out-of-province. Most recommendations mentioned advertising,although unusual suggestions include increasing pay, “negotiate with the union tooffer fulltime TTOC positions to qualified out of province applicants,” andstandardizing teaching qualifications.
5. Improve or offer different practicums. Recommendations include practicuumsin French-language classrooms, practicums in isolated communities, constantsupervision of the program, and ensuring the quality of school associates who thepracticum students work with. This recommendation can be seen as a more specificitem under the first recommendation, to increase, improve, or expand FI teachertraining programs.
6. Encourage FI graduates to become FI teachers. One benefit is that theseteachers would be familiar with the BC school system. Several respondentsrecommend promoting FI teaching in high schools. Several respondents add thatthese FI grads would need to strengthen their French skills. This recommendationmay be particularly promising since nearly 9% of BC public school students at theelementary or secondary level are enrolled in FI, and this percentage has been onthe rise.10
7. Increase immersion opportunities. To clarify, this does not mean enrolling inFrench Immersion programs but immersing oneself in francophone communities.This recommendation can also be seen as a more specific item under the firstrecommendation, to increase, improve, or expand FI teacher training programs,although respondents imply that immersion opportunities can occur outside ofteacher training programs.

10 Pan, 2014 Report.
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Core French Teachers

Shortage

Is There Really a Shortage?A majority (64%) of responding districts indicated a “Lack of qualified applicants” as a challenge in recruiting CF teachers, making it the number one reported challenge to CF teacher recruitment (Figure 12 on page 18).Only two districts indicated competition for CF teachers from other school districts as a problem in retaining CF teachers (Figure 15 on page 21). This seems to indicate a small shortage, but there are two explanations why there might still be a large shortage. Firstly, most current CF teachers may be generalists rather than French 
specialists, so other school districts are not interested in them, so there is little competition. Secondly, CF programs may be less critical than FI in families’ decisions to attend a school, so school districts have no incentive to attract CF teachers from other school districts, even if these teachers are linguistically and methodologically 
prepared to teach French.In BC, there are very few specialist CF teachers for the elementary and middle school grade levels (5-7). Our survey questions may have been ambiguous: “Core French teachers” could be taken as “specialist CF teachers” or “teachers who teach CF”, which would include generalist elementary and middle school teachers. If we take the first definition, the shortage of specialist teachers teaching CF is significant. Two respondents to the question on Figure 12 (on page 18) and six respondents to the question on Figure 15 (on page 21) expressed frustration about this situation. The extent of generalists’ low French abilities are illustrated thus:Core French programs are struggling due to non-specialist "French teachers"providing a poor experience to students, which leads to them either droppingsecond languages, or choosing a different L2 in high school.  Some high schoolFrench programs are thus shrinking or struggling to maintain numbers.Therefore, yes, there is a shortage of CF teachers—not only of specialist CF teachersin high school, but also of teachers who can teach CF properly in elementary schooland middle school.
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Teacher Recruitment

Challenges

Figure 12. Responses to Q15. “What challenges does your school district face
in recruiting Core French teachers?” (choose all that apply). Asterisks (*)
indicate responses aggregated from comments to “Other.”

Figure 12 shows that the most common challenge in recruiting CF teachers is the“Lack of qualified applicants,” selected by nearly two-thirds (64%) of respondingSDs. Judging from three comments, the lack of qualified applicants seems to be dueto the fact that CF in elementary school is taught by generalist teachers, and theirFrench is not good enough.The second most common challenge is the “Lack of valuing/prioritization withinschools/district,” selected by almost a quarter (24%) of responding SDs. There wasno explicit explanation of this, although respondents could have meant the lack of CFspecialist teachers from K to Grade 7, as it reflects a lack of prioritization of CFteaching. In that case this problem is not a separate problem but is one reason whythere is a lack of qualified applicants.In the 2013 report, the lack of qualified applicants was also the most commonchallenge to CF teacher recruitment. 11 Luo offers a description of how the generalistsituation, lack of prioritisation, and low language proficiency might interact:… most Core French teachers are not specialized at the elementary or middle schoollevels. Since they are expected to teach multiple subjects, many school districts donot consider these teachers to be Core French teachers, and many of these teachersdo not consider themselves to be Core French teachers. This lack of specializationmay result in lower expectations of language proficiency from both the schooldistricts and the applicants.
11 Luo, French.
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The low language proficiency of CF teachers may also be explained in part by thecourse requirements for generalist teachers posed by teacher training programs inBC, which varies between universities.12
Best Practices

Figure 13. Responses to Q14. “What best practices does your school district
use to recruit Core French teachers?” (choose all that apply). Asterisks (*)
indicate responses aggregated from comments to “Other.”

As shown in Figure 13, “Hosting and mentorship of teacher candidates on practicum”singularly stands out as the most popular method for SDs to recruit CF teachers,with almost half (44%) of responding SDs selecting it. This is followed by“Partnership with a university,” used effectively by over a fifth (22%) of respondingSDs. As for FI, the number of SDs that use online advertising to effectively recruit CFteachers are probably under-reported and constitute a popular recruitment method.One SD reported training their own CF teachers in a “local teacher educationprogram” at the secondary school level.These results are similar to the 2013 survey results, in which providing classroomsto teacher candidates on practicums was the most common best practise in CFteacher recruitment, followed by partnerships with universities.13Alternatively, instead of looking for qualified CF teachers, many SDs improveexisting CF teachers’ French language skills.
12 Appendix C contains a list of BC universities and their second language course requirements for non-

specialist teachers.
13 Luo, French.
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Figure 14. Responses to Q16. “What best practices does your school district
use to develop the language competencies of your Core French teachers?”
(open-ended)

According to Figure 14, the number one most popular method to develop CFteachers’ French language abilities is professional development, reported as a “bestpractice” by 38% of responding SDs. Two SDs fund teachers trips to Quebec forprograms there. A number of districts send teachers to the Bootcamp FrancoFUNhosted by SFU. Other methods include French classes or “bursaries for those whoenroll in immersion programs or intensive language classes.” One SD reported thatplacements of students participating in UBC’s B.Ed. French Teaching Program hasbeen “extremely valuable.” Some CF teachers enroll in graduate coursework.Several SDs have had AIM workshops.The second most common best practice is mentorship. Many SDs mention in-service.Other best practices include providing a significant amount of teaching resources,building connections with other language teachers, and support from others.Mirroring this year’s respondents, many 2013 respondents cited professionaldevelopment activities as ways to improve CF teachers’ language proficiency, and afew also mentioned mentorship, providing resources, building social connections,and providing support. 14
Retention

ChallengesThe majority (69%) of responding SDs did not cite a challenge. Many SDs actuallystated that CF teacher retention was not a problem, or implied that it does not applyto them since they do not have “CF teachers” but generalist teachers teaching CF. Infact, there were more SDs that disapproved of the generalist CF situation than SDswho cited the most common challenge (social factors and geography): 6 versus 5SDs. The following comment illustrates this: “generalists are usually NOTcomfortable teaching French in Gr. 5-7.  We need to allow SPECIALISTS [sic] in those
14 Luo, French.
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areas.  Apparently, the Ministry doesn't approve this strategy, but it is the only onethat makes sense.”
Figure 15. Responses to Q17. “What challenges does your school district face
in retaining Core French teachers?” (open-ended)

Among the reported challenges in CF teacher retention (Figure 15), social factorsand geography was the most common, just like for FI teacher retention. Thiscategory includes small communities, leaves, and moving with spouses.One interesting challenge is competition with French Immersion, mentioned by twoSDs. One respondent commented: "Any teachers who are qualified to teach Frenchwill end up in the immersion program mostly. So Core French teachers are generallyless qualified. The demand is just too high to fill all these positions properly."Overall, although there are challenges to CF teacher retention, it seems like thequality of CF teaching, caused by the lack of qualified French teachers, is a muchmore significant problem.The 2013 survey results also mentioned social factors and geography as a commonchallenge, with respondents citing small communities, cold climate, isolation, anddeclining enrolment. 15 Similar to this year, the 2013 respondents considered as achallenge the fact that Core French specialist positions were limited to thesecondary school level.

15 Luo, French.
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Best PracticesUnfortunately, our survey did not explicitly ask for best practices for retaining CFteachers. It is difficult to derive answers from comments to other questions.However, since CF teacher retention does not seem to be a major problem (see“Challenges” section above), retaining CF teachers would not be relevant for mostSDs.
Recommendations

Figure 16. Responses to Q18. “What recommendations do you have to help
address the shortage of qualified Core French teachers province-wide?” (open-
ended)

Note: a large number of respondents did not answer this question, hence the low response numbers.The most common recommendations proposed by survey respondents to addressthe shortage of CF teachers discussed below (Figure 16).
1. Increase the supply of qualified CF teachers. Ideas include training nativefrancophone teachers in BC, immersion in francophone environments, partnershipswith universities, more French language and teaching courses for generalistteachers, mandating CF in secondary school to generate future supply, and onlinetraining.
2. Create a specialist teaching position for CF classes from Kindergarten to
Grade 7. The respondents imply that this is needed for CF classes to gain theresources necessary for teaching it properly, such as classrooms, funding, and timeslots.
3. Incentivize CF teaching. This includes dedicated classroom, more resources,higher wages, legal protection from lay-offs, financial incentives, and prioritizationin schools.
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Overall, there is a divide in opinion on how to best organize CF teaching at theelementary and middle school level: some respondents suggest training generalistteachers better while others suggest creating a specialist position.
Concluding RemarksA popular recommendation is not always the most effective one. Decision-makersshould weight different recommendations in many aspects. One aspect that shouldbe considered is the effect of solutions on both FI and CF programs, since theycompete for both teachers and students.While the recommendations proposed here are wide-ranging, they are not the onlysolutions possible. Decision-makers should be open to considering other solutionswhen appropriate.
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Appendix A. Survey Questions

2014 School District French Programs SurveyCanadian Parents for French BC & Yukon is interested in learning more about schooldistrict best practices and challenges in providing French Second Languageprograms and recruiting and retaining French Immersion and Core French teachers.Your responses can be anonymous and will help shape our 2014 State of FSL InBC/YK Report. Your feedback and recommendations will also be summarized andshared directly with stakeholders and key decision makers.Your participation in this 15 - 20 min. survey (4 pages) is greatly appreciated. Pleasefill out as much as you can. If you are unable to respond please leave the questionblank. Merci !1. In which school district do you work?Name or number (short response, the only mandatory question)2. What is your first and last name? (short response)3. What is your position(s)? (short response)4. What is your work email address? (short response)
French Immersion Teacher Recruitment & RetentionIn this section we would like to know a little more about your school district'sexperience with recruiting and retaining French Immersion teachers.5. How challenging is it for your school district to fill all available FrenchImmersion positions with qualified teachers? (single answer)a. Very challengingb. Challengingc. Not challengingd. Not sure6. What have been the most effective ways for your school district to recruitFrench Immersion teachers?You can  choose multiple answers. (random ordering of choices, except for“Other”)a. Partnership with a universityb. Recruitment from other provincesc. Recruitment from other countriesd. Advertising / promotion in education-related magazinese. Proactive hiring of teacher candidates on practicums (continued…)
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f. Attending career fairsg. Other: ________________7. What has been your single most successful source for hiring FrenchImmersion teachers? (single answer, random ordering of choices, except for“Other”)a. Partnership with a universityb. Recruitment from other provincesc. Recruitment from other countriesd. Advertising / promotion in education-related magazinese. Proactive hiring of teacher candidates on practicumsf. Attending career fairsg. Other: ________________8. How many new French Immersion teachers do you anticipate to hire in thenext school year? (short response)9. What challenges does your school district face in recruiting FrenchImmersion teachers?You can choose multiple answers. (random ordering of choices, except for“Other”)a. Lack of qualified applicantsb. Inability to offer continuing contracts to candidatesc. Geographic locationd. Teacher Pay / Cost of Livinge. Other: ________________10. What best practices does your school district use to retain French Immersionteachers? (long response)11. What challenges does your school district face in retaining French Immersionteachers? (long response)12. What is, roughly, the turnover rate of French Immersion teachers in yourdistrict? (short response)13. What recommendations do you have to help address the shortage of qualifiedFrench Immersion teachers province-wide? (long response)
Core French Teacher Recruitment & RetentionIn this section we would like to know a little more about your school district'sexperience with recruiting and retaining Core French teachers.
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14. What best practices does your school district use to recruit Core Frenchteachers?You can  choose multiple answers. (random ordering of choices, except for“Other”)a. A partnership with a universityb. Recruitment from other provinces / other countriesc. Hosting and mentorship of teacher candidates on practicumd. Other: ________________15. What challenges does your school district face in recruiting Core Frenchteachers?You can  choose multiple answers. (random ordering of choices, except for“Other”)a. Lack of qualified applicantsb. Lack of valuing/prioritization within schools/districtc. Other: ________________16. What best practices does your school district use to develop the languagecompetencies of your Core French teachers? (long response)17. What challenges does your school district face in retaining Core Frenchteachers? (long response)18. What recommendations do you have to help address the shortage of qualifiedCore French teachers province-wide? (long response)
Local Program InformationIn this section we would like to know a little more about French programs in yourschool district.19. Does your school district have an Early French Immersion program? (singleanswer)a. Yesb. No20. Does your school district have a Late French Immersion program? (singleanswer)a. Yesb. No21. Does your school district have an Intensive French program? (single answer)a. Yesb. Noc. Not sure
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22. What is your school district's French Immersion registration process? (singleanswer)a. First-come-first serve in person registrationb. Telephone registrationc. Online registrationd. Lotterye. One of the above + interviews with familiesf. Other: ________________23. Does your school district have a ‘sibling policy’ for French Immersionregistration? (single answer)a. Yesb. Noc. Other: ________________24. When is your school district French Immersion registration for September2015? (short response)25. Does your school district have a French Immersion Growth Plan? (singleanswer)a. Yesb. Noc. Not sured. Other: ________________26. Does your school district have wait-lists for French Immersion (either local,regional, or district-wide)? (single answer)a. Yesb. Noc. Not sure27. If yes, roughly how many students are on the waitlist for French Immersionfor this upcoming school year? (short response)28. What challenges does your school district face in expanding FrenchImmersion programs?You can  choose multiple answers. (random ordering of choices, except for“Other”)a. Lack of interest among parentsb. Lack of interest among studentsc. Lack of fundingd. Lack of qualified teaching staffe. Lack of interest / support from district administrationf. Lack of physical spaceg. Other: ________________
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29. What external support would be useful to enable the expansion of FrenchImmersion programming in your school district?You can  choose multiple answers. (random ordering of choices, except for“Other”)a. Increased availability of qualified French teachersb. Increased French Immersion Growth Grant Monies from the BCMinistry of Educationc. Increased capital funding for new buildings from the BC Ministry ofEducationd. Parental / Community Supporte. Other: ________________30. Does your school district have a French Advisory Committee (FAC)? (singleanswer)a. Yesb. Noc. Not sured. Other: ________________31. If yes, does a representative from your local Canadian Parents for Frenchchapter sit on your FAC? (single answer)a. Yesb. Noc. Not sured. N/A32. Does your school  district have a modern language or French Immersioncoordinator or consultant? (single answer)a. Yesb. Noc. Not sured. Other: ________________33. If yes, does this individual occupy a part-time or full-time position?a. Part-timeb. Full-timec. Not sured. Other: ________________34. Do you have additional comments or recommendations about improving orexpanding French programs? (long response)Thank You / Merci !(Respondents were allowed to change their responses after submitting the survey.)
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Appendix B. School Districts without FIThe districts that do not currently offer French immersion (excluding SD 93 Conseilscolaire francophone) are:
 SD 10 Arrow Lakes
 SD 19 Revelstoke
 SD 46 Sunshine Coast
 SD 49 Central Coast
 SD 51 Boundary
 SD 53 Okanagan Similkameen
 SD 74 Gold Trail
 SD 78 Fraser-Cascade
 SD 81 Fort Nelson
 SD 84 Vancouver Island West
 SD 85 Vancouver Island North
 SD 87 Stikine
 SD 92 Nisga’a
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Appendix C. Second Language Course Requirements for
Non-Specialist Teachers

School Requirements (Y/N) and Details
University of British Columbia Y  - all elementary and middle yrs generalist candidates required to take FSL methods 

course and EAL methods course; two French specialist cohorts for Immersion, Core, 
Intensive, Francophone--elementary and secondary 16

UBC Okanagan Y – EDUC 407 - ESL/FSL Course in Elementary Teacher Education
Program17

University of Victoria Y/N - In 4-year elementary B.Ed program, students required to take
either ESL or Oral French class; no requirements for shorter programs
18

Simon Fraser University N – students wanting to teach French must complete a French
specialization19

Vancouver Island University Y/N – students in the B.Ed post-bacc program must complete either a
research course or a second language acquisition course20

Trinity Western University N - unless taking French specialization21

Thompson Rivers University Y – Second Language with Focus on French (EDSL 4200)22

University of the Fraser Valley N23

University of Northern British
Columbia

Y – in elementary B.Ed program, students required to take Curriculum
and Instruction: Second Language (EDUC 351)24

16 University of British Columbia, Faculty of Education, Teacher Education Office, 'French’.
17 University of British Columbia's Okanagan campus, Faculty of Education, 'Elementary’.
18 University of Victoria, 'Uvic’.
19 Simon Fraser University, Faculty of Education, 'Programmes’.
20 Vancouver Island University, 'Bachelor’.
21 Trinity Western University, 'School’.
22 Thompson Rivers University, 'Bachelor’.
23 University of the Fraser Valley, 'Teacher’.
24 University of Northern British Columbia, 'UNBC’.
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Appendix D. Raw Survey ResultsResponses that refer to specific districts or people have been made anonymous.Note that responses that are irrelevant to the survey question were not counted inmaking the graph. They have been included here nevertheless for transparency.
Table 1. “Other” responses to Q6. “What have been the most effective ways for
your school district to recruit French Immersion teachers?”Recruiting via Make a FutureHiring our own former French Immersion students who have become teachersSurrey attracts teachersPost and FillHiring our own FI graduatesMake a Futurewe have not been very proactive in hiring since we have had to lay off teachers every year for the lastfew yearsMake a Future websitePosting Canada widemake a futurerecruits from northern districts within BCMake a Futurestanding appliation on Make a FutureHosting professional learning events that highlight our strengths in French ImmersionLocal recruitmentMake A Future websiteLuckadvertising on "Apply to Teach" [assumed to be "Apply to Education"25]TOC listsTraining staff who are [local] residents or those who have lived in [northern districts] and knowwhat it is like (moved from Q10)
Table 2. “Other” responses to Q7. “What has been your single most successful
source for hiring French Immersion teachers?”Make a Future online applicationsHiring our own former French immersion students who have become teachersNo strategy has been particularly fruitfulPost and Fillwe have been hiring from our TTOC listMake a FuturePosting Canada widenone have been required at this time.Make a Futurestanding TOC postingReputation of collegial and supportive professional networkLocal recruitmentMake A Future on-lineusing "Apply to Teach" [assumed to be "Apply to Education"25]TOC lists

25 applytoeducation, 'Applytoeducation’. A job search website for teaching positions around the world.
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In processing “Other” responses to Q7 into a graph, I assumed that both “Post andFill" and "Posting Canada wide" is online advertising
Figure 17. Responses to Q8. “How many new French Immersion teachers do
you anticipate to hire in the next school year?” (open-ended).

In processing comments to Q8 into a graph, the following decisions were made:
 Numbers do not distinguish between regular teachers and TOCs
 When reported values did not match categories, chose best fit

Table 3. “Other” responses to Q9. “What challenges does your school district
face in recruiting French Immersion teachers?”Being able to hire soon enough, often we must hire before we know whether we'll have openings orwhich ones we'll have. (moved from Q11)Difficulty knowing what our needs will be for any given year.  Some years we have increased need tohire because of a variety of staff leaves (maternity, illness, educational); while others years we have asurplus of  teachers returning from leave and therefore fewer positions to offer new teachers.  It'sdifficult to predict. (moved from Q11)Lack of French speaking opportunities in the community and surrounding areassecondary math/scienceN/A
Table 4. Responses to Q10. “What best practices does your school district use
to retain French Immersion teachers?”Professional developmentUsually have smaller class sizes so this is attractive, easier to get continuing contractOur schools are great places to work and once we get them here, they generally stay.Try to get them into temporary contracts as soon as possibleMaintain nearly full time work for them on the TTOC listHaving a French Mentor teacher allocated to support FIMM teachersSmall signing bonuses and/or relocation allowances after a year of successful teachingGreat support from adminLots of early support for new teachers.  Mentoring program.  Provision of ample professionaldevelopment.[The district] has pretty good retention, but little movement within the system - teachers tend tostay where they are for many years.Put them in positions as soon as possible
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In general, we have little difficulty hiring French Immersion teachers into classroom assignmentssimply through posting and filling. These teachers do tend to stay with us although often they willmove to English classrooms once they have sufficient seniority.Mentoring Program and community connectionsActually I am not sure we do anymore. We used to have literacy mentors, FI resource mentors anda lot of release time to aid new teachers. All of these resources are now being cut or underfunded.Since we're a small district, we're able to offer personalized mentorship and continuingdiscussions with young teachers.If they will take a contract without a guaranteed continuing contract they almost always stay withthen district. Unfortunately we lose many to districts who will immediately give them continuingstatus.Our program is quite large, so retaining teachers is not an issue.We try to offer a lot of PD opportunities to our teachers as well as good benefits. However, we seethat this is not enough to retain them when they are faced with yet another lay-off notice.Try to retain successful FI Teacher Candidates in our own SDOrientation session to welcome newly hired FI teachers and provide them with SD resources anddistrict staff support (French Immersion District Facilitator coordinates this)Support for new teachers to observe other more experienced teachers at the same grade level or inthe same content area (release time for a half day to observe is offered to all new recruits in theirfirst year)French Immersion professional development sessions and graduate diploma cohorts offered[here]We provide mentorship to new teachers as well as collaboration time beyond their regular preptime. We offer professional development in partnership with the teacher association. We have abuddy system to support new teachers.Direct to continuing position, supporting through resource purchasing…We have a small but wonderful programme is a remote and beautiful place.Pretty much get continuing contract right away- Lots of support from FI colleagues to get to know the community and people with same hobbies/passionsContinuing contract the first year.*  collaboration and coaching opportunities*  workshops for immersion teachers specifically* robust support around resources and pro-d through Federal Frenchirrespective of best practices - the availability is very lowExcellent support for professional learning and collegial networking for our French Immersionteachers coordinated through our District Languages Coordinator. Also, effective new careerTeacher Mentoring project partnership among our District, local teacher's union, and UBC.- Quality teaching and learning conditions- Geographic locationImmersion teachers for the past 3 years have been categorized as specialty teachers and thereforeexcluded from lay-off / recall process regardless of seniority.   This creates stability.I have been back in the French Immersion world only in April. It is from my past experience in[two other SDs] that the best method to recruit French Immersion teacher is right now advitisingwith MAKE A FUTURE.Sometimes, when lucky, you get a teachers walking in the District unexpected.We don't have a problem retaining FI teachers. It's recruiting them that's the problem.Mentoring and coaching. Inservice.[The municipality] is a desirable place to live so that in and of itself attracts a portion of our FrenchImmersion Teachers.  Circumstances such as having a limited number of qualified TTOC's allowsour new French Immersion teachers daily work in the system until they get their first contract.We attempt to offer part-time contracts and positions on our TOC lists if there are no permanentjobs available but we anticipate a need in the future.  We also contact our local universityeducation programs to ask if there are any French immersion candidates that would like a
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practicum placement.  We anticipate contacting Faculté Saint-Jean at U of A this Fall to requestpracticum students for next year in hopes of drawing French-speaking candidates to our district.extra support in the classroomsprofessional development opportunitiesOur District French Language Coordinator works with teachers on a variety of professionaldevelopment options.  Teachers are given time to collaborate and improve their practice on aregular basis.Respondent 1: Training staff who are [local] residents or those who have lived i n [northerndistricts] and know what it is like.Respondent 2: We try to support our new teachers by offering mentoring and support.In processing responses to Q10 into a graph, I ignored things that SDs have littlecontrol of, like geography or federal funding
Table 5. Categories for Q10. “What best practices does your school district use
to retain French Immersion teachers?”
Category Items mentioned in responses
support admin supportsupportstaff supportsupport in classroom
resources SD resourcesresources
pro-D pro-Dtime to improveworkshopsdiscussions
mentorship mentorshadowingcoachingbuddy systemin-serviceorientationcollaborationdiscussions
school environment class sizeschool environment
social connections social connections
job security contractsenough workpositionslegal protectionlimited TOCs,
financial incentives financial incentives
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Table 6. Responses to Q11. “What challenges does your school district face in
retaining French Immersion teachers?”leave requestsLack of qualifications and experience.Often don't have much seniority in a shrinking school districtCompetition from neighbouring districts is a challenge.Cost of livingContinuing contractsFI teachers who come from eastern Canada who return to their home provincesOur location and small community.Workload, burnout, lack of connection to other French Immersion teachers, lack of replacementteachers.Other districts approaching our teachers in an effort to entice them to move.  Sometimes, theunionized system of lay-offs & seniority, and inability to offer full-time/continuing positions can bea challenge.Qualified applicantsThe biggest challenge is recruiting and retaining TTOCs. Since there are many job opportunities,keeping teachers on the TTOC list is difficult.Lack of continuing jobsMany candidates either lack the French skills, or if they are from out-of-province they areunfamiliar with the local school settings and find it difficult to adapt.Also FI programmes in the [district] do not have enough resources, textbooks, access to Frenchwebsites and videos and it is therefore very difficult for new teachers to build diverse lessons.Being able to hire soon enough, often we must hire before we know whether we'll have openingsor which ones we'll have.See above"If they will take a contract without a guaranteed continuing contract they almost always stay withthen district. Unfortunately we lose many to districts who will immediately give them continuingstatus.” (copied from Q10)“Our program is quite large, so retaining teachers is not an issue.” (copied from Q10)As I said previously, our distict has had to lay-off teachers every year and this includes FrenchImmersion teachers. Although we end up rehiring them in August-September, they still are placedon a recall list and the instability drives some of them to look elsewhere.Difficulty knowing what our needs will be for any given year.  Some years we have increased needto hire because of a variety of staff leaves (maternity, illness, educational); while others years wehave a surplus of  teachers returning from leave and therefore fewer positions to offer newteachers.  It's difficult to predict. We work closely with our school principals in the spring todetermine the needs for the following year, but given the competitive nature of French Immersionrecruitment, sometimes we lose good teachers to other school districts if we are not able to offerthem full time, continuing contracts.The inability to offer continuing contracts to new teachers.We have retained all that we have hired.Currently none.[The district] is a small community.  Lots of teachers come here to gather experience and thenmove to a bigger townLocationAvailable jobs in larger communities. No all people want to live is small rural cities and towns.Geographic location and cost of livingCompetition with more attractive locales that continue to have need of FI teachers*  They are often far from family and friends*  Geographical location - rural in [the district]none - we just need to find teachers with the language abilityMany of our recent French Immersion teacher hires are new career teachers and they may not
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have settled down into a our specific geographic region yet. There are few qualified teachers andmany job opportunities throughout the province, so they can easily move elsewhere to a preferredlocation, for cheaper housing opportunities, etc.We are a small district with two larger districts in the region so many of our French Immersionteachers can get larger contracts with these other districts and end up leaving us, sometimes onlyvery shortly after being hired.- aging teacher demographicsHigh demand everywhere.The competition around the Province.A number of our teachers have spouses in the RCMP or military. When their spouses are reposted,we loose the teachers.Our challenge is replacing FI teachers mid year for sick leave and maternity leaves or partialmedical leaves.  Because our bench of qualified applicants is small, we tend to run a little short bythe end of each year and our specialists are not always keen to leave full time TTOC'ing for a oneblock secondary assignment or a part time elementary assignment.We generally have no problem retaining them once we hire new teachers since we are experiencegrowth in our program and we have several teachers who are expected to retire in the upcomingyears.the industries that are in our communities hire people on a temporary basis.  Often the spouses ofthese industry workers become our French Immersion teachers.As we live in a beautiful area, we do not face challenges.  We have always been able to fill the fewpositions we need each year (these are due to program growth and maternity leaves!) A retainingchallenge is that other provinces pay better.Young teachers who marry and whose spouce finds work elsewhere. young teachers whi arehaving children a going on leave.Not all teachers like to live in an isolated area. Some come for the experience, for one year todiscover and leave.They dobn<t always have the proper training to teach in french Immersion.
Table 7. Categories created for Q11. “What challenges does your school district
face in retaining French Immersion teachers?”
Categories Items mentioned in responses
Teacher salary Low salariesCost of living
Social factors & geography Far from family and friendsTeachers move with spousesLack of local tiesNo community among FI teachersRetirementSmall communityLeavesGeographic location
Workload Too much workLack of teaching resources
Teacher qualification Lack of qualificationsUnfamiliar with local school settings
Competition from other school districts Competition from other SDs
Job security Inability to offer full-time/continuing contractsSystem of lay-offsSystem of seniorityInability to offer seniority in a shrinking SD
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When turning responses to Q11 into a graph, although some categories implycompetition with other SDs, I only checked "competition" when it was explicit -because when people mention "competition" it means it's particularly noticeable.
Figure 18. Responses to Q12. “What is, roughly, the turnover rate of French
Immersion teachers in your district?” (open-ended)

When compiling written responses to Q12 into a graph, I made these decisions:
 When no time period was given, I assumed they meant annual
 "Minimal" "low" "small" etc were all turned into "<10%"
 I chose the category of best fit

Table 8. Responses to Q13. “What recommendations do you have to help
address the shortage of qualified French Immersion teachers province-wide?”Ensure a quality practicum program placement and constant supervision of the program.Help make connections between new teachers and school districts, help recruit substitute teachersso they can work in schools before making big commitmentsMake it easier for teachers from Campus St. Jean to get qualified for BC.  It is supposed to be easybut it is costly for them and a long slow process.  Plus, BC won't give them a very good TQS levelbased on their education in Alberta but they are very good teachers for the most part.Develop University programs that take our FIMM students in gr. 12 and support them through asignificant university teaching program designed for FIMM teachers.Career fairs set specifically for French Immersion teacher recruitingA provincial clearinghouse where interested teachers from outside of BC would apply toWe need to produce our own home grown immersion teachers, people who know this provinceand are bilingual already.  Offer pay incentive, moving expenses,etc.Build a stronger association for French Immersion teachers.Promotion of life in BC in French-speaking provinces.  Ability to offer moving grants.  Work withTQS to streamline qualifications to enable simple transfers of Canadian-trained teachers.Encourage a greater breadth of universities to offer French placements in English PDP programs(e.g. UFV).  Provide more opportunities for people with some French skills to spend significanttime immersed in Francophone environments in order to improve their French skills/fluency.Recruitment at the university level - offer more programs for francophiles for a year abroad in afrancophone setting or teacher-training in a francophone country - this increases both languageconfidence and people who can identify as being "qualified" for Immersion.  It's harder to recruitfrancophones to come here, let's make use of the tons of Immersion grads who are francophiles,but have them really sharpen their language skills by spending time abroad (or in QUebec) duringtheir undergrads (or PDP).
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Increase awareness at the secondary school level in FRIM programs for teaching as a viable careeroption.A two-year university programme to ensure student-teachers come out with better skills. Aprovince-wide initiative to offer online materials designed based on the curriculum. Saskatchewanand Alberta have such resources.The challenge is not so much having candidates, but rather having excellent candidates.Frequently, teachers apply for FI positions who have pretty limited French, so we much interview20 candidates to hire two. We now interview for French skills prior to interviewing for teachingskills.Increased numbers of FI teachers being trained.We really need to make sure that the student teachers who have French are being placed withexcellent school associates  while doing their practicum.  They ALL need to be immersed in aFrench environment (Quebec) for a part of their student teacher practicum.The Universities should strive to offer such a program.  If they can go to Mexico for 6 weeks, whycan't they go to Quebec or New Brunswick?1) Better wages may make BC more attractive to teachers from Quebec.2) Locally-negotiated clauses that protect French Immersion teachers from lay off might also helpretain more teachers.3) Partnership with French-speaking universities to make it easier for students to come to BC tocomplete their PDP and gain knowledge of the BC curriculum. Foreign teachers often find itdifficult to adapt to our education system. It is therefore better if they can be trained here.Continue to offer opportunities for French Immersion grads to enhance their French skills throughgrants and bursaries for French language exchanges.  We are finding that our strongest recruitsare often former FI students who have immersed themselves in work or studies in Francophonesettings for sustained periods of time to enhance their language proficiency and knowledge ofFrench cultures.Continue to recruit and advertise outside of the province of BC and outside of Canada.“Raise the quality of teacher training for French Immersion at the university level and vary thepracticum opportunities so that teacher candidates can experience different learningenvironments.Continue offering training opportunities for Core French (and French Immersion teachers)throughout the year.” (copied from Q18)Promote the need in University…Honestly? I actually would recommend reducing the availability of the programme. I know that iscounterintuitive, but until such time as supply equals demand, it is a capitalistic reality.Starting to advertise in university outside of the province.  THis is how I ended up in BC.  Icompleted my teaching degree in [a university in Quebec] over 20 years ago and wanted anadventure.  There was one person from Western canada who came and gather resume from thoseof us who were willing to make a move.Our district doesn't:Proactive hiring of teacher candidates on practicumsPartnership with a universityAttending career fairsRecruitment from other countriesRecruitment from other provincesThey just do advertising.Have one of the universities focus on a FI teaching program. The quality of teacher and not thenumber of applicants is our biggest challenge.University programs offering a concentration in FI teaching*  A department or person at Make a Future or even a ministry team dedicated to the recruitmentand retention of immersion teachers.  The current scope of Make a Future is limited as far asreaching candidates country-wide.*  More effective use of social media in francophone areas
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*  a sponsored provincial program to place francophone education students in their final practicum- in BC schools - especially in the Northern districts.Provincial language proficiency standardsProvincial standard with respect to language instruction (methods) re qualificationsopportunities at Universities to pursue teaching in immersion“We desperately need a French Immersion teacher education program on Vancouver Island todraw from for qualified human resources.” (copied from Q9)As mentioned earlier, more French Immersion teacher education programs….we need one onVancouver Island for example.We have not experienced a shortage.Make A FutureCreate a partnership with Vancouver Island University and it's Faculty of Education Program.There is alreary a conversation undergo.“Knowing that it is time sensible…I would encourage compensation to attrack new FrenchImmersion/Core FSL teachers.  I know that some District have gone that road before.” (copiedfrom Q18)Financial incentives should be offered to students who apply for French Immersion TeacherTraining.Government support should be provided to Universities to help them establish proper FrenchImmersion Teacher Training Programs….with the courses all delivered in French, and the programwould include a semester in a Francophone location (Quebec, France, etc) to ensure that the levelof French is boosted as much as possible.More work at the high school level to inform FI graduates that they would need to continue todevelop their French proficiency if they are considering a teaching career in FI.Better connection with French immersion teaching programsHiring fair for French immersion teachersIf there was a way to negotiate with the union to offer fulltime TTOC positions to qualified out ofprovince applicants it may be more desirable for them to move to BCCreate more French immersion teaching programs at universities so that teachers come not onlywith language competency but also with a knowledge of sound pedagogy for teaching in Frenchimmersion.  Also, perhaps creating opportunities for our recent FI grads to bridge seamlessly intoFrench immersion education programs as they graduate so that they do not lose some of theirFrench skills upon competition of the immersion program.Not sureWe understand the challenges in rural areas and larger centres, but as this has not applied to us,we have not given it much thought.More intensive ad campaigns.Online training that includes chat rooms and opportunties to meet.Special certification to teach immersion  with a pay raise included.Make sure more universities are offering specialization in French Immersion. Encouragepracticums to be done in isolated communities, once the new teachers see the way of living, theycould be interested to make the decision to stay for longer periods.
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Table 9. Categories created for Q13. “What recommendations do you have to
help address the shortage of qualified French Immersion teachers province-
wide?”
Categories Low category
More/better/expanded FI teacher
training programs

Online trainingBetter teacher training programTrain more FI teachersSpecific FI teaching programProduce quality teachersIncrease candidates' French skills
Encourage FI grads To become FI
teachers

Encourage FI students to become FI teachersTurn FI grads into FI teachersTurn bilingual BC residents into FI teachersNo gap between FI and FI teacher training
Varied & better teacher practicums Better practicumsQuality practicumsDifferent practicumsPracticums in isolated communitiesFrench practicums
Increase immersion  opportunities French practicumsImmersion in francophone environment
Recruit from out of province Easier inter-provincial qualification transfersAdvertising in French-speaking provincesTrain native francophone teachers in BCRecruit out-of-province and foreign teachers
Better connect teachers with potential
jobs

More connections between teachers and SDsFI-specific career fairsCentral provincial job agency for out-of-provinceapplicantsProvincial person/group responsible for recruitmentand retention of FI teachersBetter links between candidates and employersPartnership with universitiesAdvertisingAdvertising in French-speaking provinces
Standardization of qualifications Provincial standards for langauge proficiency andlanguage instructionFI certificationEasier inter-provincial qualification transfers
Incentivize FI teaching & training Full-time contractsLegal protectionFinancial incentivesStronger connections between FI teachersProvincial online teaching resources
Proactive hiring Hire teachers as substitutes firstWhen turning responses to Q13 into a graph, I checked " Better connect teacherswith potential jobs" in all cases that applied, even if I had already checked "recruitfrom out of province."
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Table 10. “Other” responses  to Q14. What best practices does your school
district use to recruit Core French teachers?”Make a FuturenothingNone.Post and Fillwe don'tWe do not recruit, use expertise among existing staffAdvertissement, Our local Fi program is now producing core French teachersregular posting/filling practicespostingsWe are fortunate that we have been able to find specialist teachers for our core French programs inGrades 8 to 12. Perhaps because we are located on the South Island and our local teacher educationprogram for secondary includes this specialization.Local recruitmentApply to Teach [assumed to be "Apply to Education"26]haven't had to hire anyone new for yearsFSL teachers have been here for a long time. I can not answer to this question. I know that there issome new teachers that can take on an FSL assignment if needed.no elementary Core French teachers
Table 11. “Other” responses to Q15. “What challenges does your school district
face in recruiting Core French teachers?”n/aMiddle school teachers are strongly seen as "generalists" and French is not seen as a specialist skillWe need many more at the Elementary level - generalists are usually NOT comfortable teachingFrench in Gr. 5-7.  We need to allow SPECIALISTS in those areas.  Apparently, the Ministry doesn'tapprove this strategy, but it is the only one that makes sense.we don't have this as a positionAgain, our lay off situation prevents us from being proactive in hiring fresh from practicumDifficulty finding qualified teachers within the staffno turnoverquality of living in a rural communitynot a real challengeOur challenge is the same for many districts, I expect. Teacher education programs for generalistteachers at the elementary level do not seem to emphasize the importance of teaching French as aSecond Language to beginners, even though it is an expectation at the grade 5 to 7 levels.n/amost elementary teachers don't speak FrenchWe haven't faced many challenges recruiting Core French teachersnonesee above"haven't had to hire anyone new for years" (copied from Q14)

26 applytoeducation, 'Applytoeducation’. A job search website for teaching positions around the world.
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Table 12. Responses to Q16. “What best practices does your school district use
to develop the language competencies of your Core French teachers?”Continued professional developmentCoordinator shares resources but many core French teachers are not fully trained or do not makeFrench a priority in their classroomsWe use Federal Grant funds to send them to Quebec for the summer programs there.Not a huge challengeAccess to professional development fundsoffering courses but not mandatory, therefor not takenHelping teacher to support them.We Xfund/facilitate attendance at Boot Campsprovide 8-part training series through BAFF/SFU annuallymeet with middle school FSL teachersmeet regularly with secondary FSL teachersfacilitate networking & sharing of resourcesPro-D, SFU and UBC programs (SFU Franco-fun bootcamps, for example)We do have a strong community of language teachers under the leadership of a district modernlanguage coordinator.we don't support French language competenciesWe do not do a great job of this. We conduct district meetings all in French so there is some adultFrench in the school day. Once I retire, however, there will be no one in District administrationwith even a smattering of French, so things will decline.We offer workshops to all interested teachers.We offer French classes to teachers as well as bursaries for those who enroll in Immersionprograms or intensive language classes.In service and sharing sessionsPlacement of candidates from the UBC French Immersion/Core French Cohort - this has beenextremely valuable in supporting the competencies of our intermediate teachers who teach CoreFrenchSupport from French Immersion/Core French FacilitatorUBC Graduate Diploma and Masters programsWorkshops available during District Professional Development and outside of the district andconnecting with the French Immersion coordinator.In service for teacher with a passion for French.Always encourage pro-d.Many opportunities to see new resources.Have had AIM workshops many times*  workshops every year - AIM, for example*  funding to attend the French language program in Quebec for teachers*  robust support of resourcesSupport for professional learning opportunities through our District Languages Coordinator andour Mentoring Project for new career teachers.We offer many professional development opportunities to improve their french skills.Personal professional development opportunities using a combination of personal and districtfunds.FSL Resource Teacher shares resources and provides inservice to teachers grades 5 - 7 to helpthem teach their French.  Secondary FSL teachers all have university coursework.Being in my new assissment, since April, I can't answer this question with specifics. I am workingon that for the Fall.Any teachers who are qualified to teach French will end up in the immersion program mostly. SoCore French teachers are generally less qualified. The demand is just too high to fill all thesepositions properly.
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Inservice.Most of our core French teachers are "home grown" graduates from our own French Immersionprogram and teacher education program.This is an area that we are attempting to foci on next year by developing mentoring relationshipsbetween French immersion teachers and Core French teachers.professional development opportunitiesnetworks for French teachersup to date teaching materialsOur district developed an extensive professional development program a number of years agowhen introducing new resources.  This was helpful in assisting teachers in successully deliveringthe curriculumongoing in-service  and working groups
Table 13. Categories created for Q16. “What best practices does your school
district use to develop the language competencies of your Core French
teachers?”
Categories Items mentioned in responses
Pro-D Pro-DImmersionPro-D with universityWorkshopsClassesMeet with teachersUniversity courseworkProf learning opportunities
Mentorship Meet with teachersIn-serviceMentoringWorking groups/collaborationSessions to share experiences/practisesMeetings in French
Support SupportSupport of universitiesSupport from facilitator,
Community NetworkingCommunity
Resources ResourcesIn compiling responses to Q16 into a graph, I checked all categories that reasonablyapplied.
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Table 14. Responses to Q17. “What challenges does your school district face in
retaining Core French teachers?”n/alack of qualifications and experience.Not enough work for them the have full-time employmentNone, really.  Recruiting is the issue.N/A - hasn't been as much of an issueour locationFunding.The fluent ones get sucked into immersion programs, leaving few fluent FSL teachers in the coreFrench programs.Core French programs are struggling due to non-specialist "French teachers" providing a poorexperience to students, which leads to them either dropping second languages, or choosing adifferent L2 in high school.  Some high school French programs are thus shrinking or struggling tomaintain numbers.Our district is constantly looking to increase the number of choices it offers to students.  Thisbreadth is impacting enrollment in FSL classes.We need many more at the Elementary level - generalists are usually NOT comfortable teachingFrench in Gr. 5-7.  We need to allow SPECIALISTS in those areas.  Apparently, the Ministry doesn'tapprove this strategy, but it is the only one that makes sense.Little challenge. Again, keeping qualified FSL TTOCs can be a challenge because of the largenumber of job opportunities.Teachers are placed based on seniority rather than French language and teaching skillsWe have no difficulty with this, since we really don't hire Core French teachers below high schoollevels. Elementary schools use a classroom model, where classroom teachers teach their ownFrench, no matter how little French they have. Our Core French outcomes are predictably poor, asa result, until high school.Not a particular challenge for us at this time.Because Core French is not taught through Prep Time in [our district], Core French is taught byregular classroom teachers.  This is our challenge.Att he middle school level, the high turn over in staff makes it difficult" Plus, we do not hire CoreFrench specialist at the elementary (gr 5) or middle school level (gr 6-8), only at the high schoollevel.Most Core French programs are taught by regular intermediate teachers, most of whom do notspeak French.Limited knowledge of the Core French situation.Some turnover of younger teachers.We are actually doing pretty good with Core French Teachers over the last few yearsLocationNew teachers want to be in the big cities.Their desire to move to larger communities.Not an issue*  they often teach other areas - not specialists*We do not seem to have a challenge with retaining our Core French specialists.We do not currently face any challenges filling our Core French teaching positions.District does not require elementary teachers to speak French but Core French needs to be taughtin grades 5 and up.FSL- Core teachers are in demand. The competition in the province is a challenge for smallDistricts."Any teachers who are qualified to teach French will end up in the immersion program mostly. SoCore French teachers are generally less qualified. The demand is just too high to fill all thesepositions properly." (copied from Q16)
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In the past, this hasn't been a challengeSame as French Immersion challenges“Our challenge is replacing FI teachers mid year for sick leave and maternity leaves or partialmedical leaves.  Because our bench of qualified applicants is small, we tend to run a little short bythe end of each year and our specialists are not always keen to leave full time TTOC'ing for a oneblock secondary assignment or a part time elementary assignment.” (copied from Q11)Core French teachers need more support in pedagogy and adequate professional developmentopportunities.Core French teachers often have a wide spectrum of other assignmentsWe do not have any challenge at the middle or secondary level.  A challenge for our elementaryteachers is developing comfort with FSL teaching.Small northern communities - isolation from large cities.Same as for immersion“Young teachers who marry and whose spouce finds work elsewhere. young teachers whi arehaving children a going on leave.” (Copied from Q11)
Table 15. Categories created for Q17. “What challenges does your school
district face in retaining Core French teachers?”
Categories Items mentioned in responses
Social factors & geography GeographyLeavesMove with spouse
Unattractive working conditions Lack of support,Lack of Pro-DLack of focus in work
Not enough work Lack of workLack of fundingSeniority system
Teacher qualification Lack of qualifications
Competition from other school districts Competition from other SDs
Competition with other school programs Sucked into FIAlternative languages/electives
Table 16. Responses to Q18. “What recommendations do you have to help
address the shortage of qualified Core French teachers province-wide?”n/aUnsureEncourage Grade 12 immersion students to pursue this area.N/ADon't get me started! First French should be mandatory in high school and especially for entry touniversity.  Who would be expected to teach another language when you don't need to take it inhigh school.  Specialists should be hired in elementary schools to teach it, just like music. Pro D as acore french should be mandatory.  My fellow teachers will probably shoot me for this one.Districts need to view French teachers as specialists & schedule French classes for studentsaccordingly.Same as for Immersion teachers."Recruitment at the university level - offer more programs for francophiles for a year abroad in afrancophone setting or teacher-training in a francophone country - this increases both languageconfidence and people who can identify as being "qualified" for Immersion.  It's harder to recruitfrancophones to come here, let's make use of the tons of Immersion grads who are francophiles,
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but have them really sharpen their language skills by spending time abroad (or in QUebec) duringtheir undergrads (or PDP)." (copied from Q13)First, there have to be Core French jobs. The current classroom model means there is littleincentive to train as a Core French teacher for anything other than high school. Then, the jobs haveto be worth taking, i.e., dedicated classroom, so that there can be posters up and a Frenchpresence. This means that schools have to be built to accommodate this. The Itinerant Core Frenchmodel is a difficult gig. Schools must have funds to resource these positions as well, so that thereare fund DVDs and games for the classes to make French enjoyable.Greater number of teachers being trained.Same as for FI teachers"1) Better wages may make BC more attractive to teachers from Quebec.2) Locally-negotiated clauses that protect French Immersion teachers from lay off might also helpretain more teachers.3) Partnership with French-speaking universities to make it easier for students to come to BC tocomplete their PDP and gain knowledge of the BC curriculum. Foreign teachers often find itdifficult to adapt to our education system. It is therefore better if they can be trained here." (copiedfrom Q13)Same as French Immersion (see above)"Continue to offer opportunities for French Immersion grads to enhance their French skillsthrough grants and bursaries for French language exchanges.  We are finding that our strongestrecruits are often former FI students who have immersed themselves in work or studies inFrancophone settings for sustained periods of time to enhance their language proficiency andknowledge of French cultures.Continue to recruit and advertise outside of the province of BC and outside of Canada." (copiedfrom Q13)Continued development of resources that can be used by classroom non-specialistsContinue offering training opportunities for Core French (and French Immersion teachers)throughout the year.useful student teacher placements.None at the moment*  Funding for specialist FSL teachers at the elementary level.  Regular classroom teachers unableto deliver on this.Teacher education programs that effectively address French Second Language learning at theintermediate grades for generalist teachers.Our unique geographic setting makes it difficult to offer relevant suggestions for others.To create a partnership with Vancouver I sland University and  Faculty of Education.- Knowing that it is time sensible…I would encourage compensation To attrack new FrenchImmersion/Core FSL teachers.  I know that some District have gone that road before.recruit teachers who graduated from FI in high schoolCore French teachers for elementary would benefit with more mandatory French courses as partof an undergrad requirment.Stronger Core French methods courses in teacher education programs and a greater emphasis onthe importance of second-language development in schools.Not sureSame as for immersion"Online training that includes chat rooms and opportunties to meet.Special certification to teach immersion  with a pay raise included." (copied Q13)
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Table 17. Categories created for Q18. “What recommendations do you have to
help address the shortage of qualified Core French teachers province-wide?”
Categories Items mentioned in responses
Increase qualified supply / train more Encourage FI grads to become CF teachersFrench mandatory in high schoolFrench mandatory for entry to universityImmersionTrain moreTrain francophones in BCBetter training for generalist teachersPartnership with university
Look further for supply Recruit out of province
Improve current CF teachers Mandatory Pro-D for CF teachersPro-D
Incentivize CF teaching (to increase
supply)

Better working conditions (classroom, resources)Higher wagesLegal protectionResourcesFinancial incentivesPrioritization in schools
Specialist teachers Specialist CF teachers in elementary and middleschoolStudent teachers
Figure 19. Responses to Q23. “If [you have a waitlist], roughly how many
students are on the waitlist for French Immersion for this upcoming school
year?” (open-ended)

When converting written responses to Q23 into a graph, I made these decisions:
 For districts with no waiting list, I interpreted it as 0 students on the list
 “No data” means they do have a waiting list but didn’t provide a number

>40 students4% 31-40 students7% 21-30 students4%
11-20 students11%
6-10 students7%1-5students13%0 students38%

No data16%
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 It is not clear whether these numbers are for districts or for schools
 Some numbers are for both LFI and ELI, some are just for one of them
 Some numbers are approximate
 I put numbers into best category – I tended towards the lower category if Ineeded to choose between two categoriesFor Q23 “What challenges does your school district face in expanding FrenchImmersion programs?” one SD (8) reported no need to expand, one SD (54)reported no notable challenges to expansion.

Table 18. “Other” responses to Q28. “What challenges does your school district
face in expanding French Immersion programs?”community reaction, which rises up against opening new FI programs. Our regular program staffknow that if we open another French program, then there are fewer jobs, especially in 'desirable'schools, that is, higher SES schools where parents are more likely to choose French Immersion. Sothese staff then contribute to the community reaction, by whipping up opposition among parents inthe school. The result is that it's very difficult to increase capacity where requests for the programexist.Not necessary at this time, Parents won't accept split grade classesOne site is strongly favouredpotential depletion of our TTOC list of qulified applicantsRetaining students already enrolled in the programghettoization of the regular progamsOur French Immersion program growth continues to be strong.a long term facilities planfor next year? Lack of space. But we are looking at opening a Late Immersion Program grade 6 forSeptember 2015 at [one of our FI schools]
Table 19. Responses to Q34. “Do you have additional comments or
recommendations about improving or expanding French programs?”Our challenges in opening new programs are first physical space in our over-crowded schools andsecondly, community reaction, which rises up against opening new FI programs. Our regularprogram staff know that if we open another French program, then there are fewer jobs, especiallyin 'desirable' schools, that is, higher SES schools where parents are more likely to choose FrenchImmersion. So these staff then contribute to the community reaction, by whipping up oppositionamong parents in the school. The result is that it's very difficult to increase capacity whererequests for the program exist.More advertissement about the adventage of graduating with a bilingual degree.Help for SEA's - more hours for them to work with kids in French classes and more Frenchspeaking SEA's and Level B testing for assessing learning challenges in Early Immersion.This is unrealistic in a school district of [a few hundred] kids.Encouragement or incentives to districts with French Immersion to support the growth of theprogram, especially in these times of financial restraint.We appreciate the CPF support for the French Programs (i.e. Film Festival, parent sessions, CAO).There is very possible growth in our community for French Immersion Programs. [Our district]will need financial support like Immmersion Growth Grant to be reestablish if we want to offer asuccessful program. I have already communicated that to the Misnistry [name deleted]We need to continue our conversation with Vancouver Island Unviversity and it's Faculty ofEducation to develop and mentor our own BC French Immersion teachers.  Teachers from Quebec,France Algerria, Africa.... are not always the only and/or best answer.






